The circadian system regulates monoaminergic activity in the brain that controls mood through the local expression of circadian genes. Recently, several studies have reported that the occurrence of mood disorders is related to shifts and misalignment in the circadian rhythm. Moon et al. 4 suggested that acute mood episodes are related to misalignment between the individual's endogenous circadian rhythms and the individual's physical environment. Acute manic episodes were associated with an average advance in the endogenous circadian rhythm over chronological time by 7 hours, although these could perhaps have resulted from an average of 17 hour clockwise delays. Individuals with mixed manias showed an average delay in their circadian cycle by more than 6 hours, whereas those with bipolar depression showed a 4 to 5 hour delay in their circadian cycle. It has been suggested that in patients with bipolar disorder, the circadian phase can be easily shifted by the disturbance of sleep-wake cycles and by unreliable zeitgebers (e.g., inappropriate artificial light). Cho et al. 5 observed that significant delays in the circadian pattern of salivary cortisol levels, when an individual is exposed to bright light before bedtime, is related to subthreshold bipolarity. These findings suggest that severe circadian shifting and misalignment may represent a pathophysiological mechanism underlying acute mood episodes and suicide attempts in susceptible individuals.
vance (or delay) the circadian phase. Light exposure in the morning advances the rhythm, whereas light exposure at night delays it. The extent to which the rhythm is advanced or delayed depends on the time of the light exposure. The delay zone is the period spanning from two hours before the individual's usual bedtime to five hours after bedtime; exposure to light during this delay zone will delay the circadian phase. The PRC peaks at about five hours after the individual's usual bedtime, coinciding with the body temperature nadir; at this point in time, exposure to light will advance the circadian phase. Immediately after this peak, light exposure has its greatest phase-advancing effect. Factors influencing the strength of this effect include the intensity of the light, the length of the exposure, and the color of the light.
aCute CiRCaDian RhythM shifting anD MisaLignMent: a PossibLe MeChanisM
Why do mania and suicide occur most often in the spring? A possible mechanism underpinning these relationships is a misalignment between the endogenous and environmental circadian rhythms due to acute circadian rhythm shifting caused by the increased light exposure in the spring. The effects of light exposure are indicated by the PRC for light, as shown in the Figure 1 . During the winter, the human circadian rhythm tends to be delayed because the sun rises late. Patients with winter depression have much delayed circadian rhythms, compared to the healthy population (see "Winter" in the Figure 1) . During the onset of spring, the circadian rhythm of a healthy person advances in line with the earlier time of sunrise. On the other hand, in depressed patients with a delayed endogenous circadian rhythm, exposure to bright light early in the morning during the spring delays their circadian rhythm further, since the bright light occurs during the "delay zone" of the PRC for light. The significantly more delayed circadian rhythm is then able to induce a mixed/manic episode or emotional instability, leading to a possible suicide attempt in susceptible individuals.
A previous study reported that mixed states were induced by morning bright light therapy in women with bipolar depression, whereas midday light therapy had no effect; this suggests that abrupt phase shifts caused by bright light may be related to mixed states. 7 It is possible that morning light therapy for patients with bipolar depression may induce further circadian delays because morning times may lie in the delay zone in the PRC for light in bipolar depression. 6 This hypothesis provides excellent predictions regarding how best to prevent the increase of springtime mania and suicidal behavior. For example, it is important that susceptible individuals should be careful to prevent excessive circadian rhythm delays during the winter. Figure 1 . Extreme springtime delay in the circadian rhythm of individuals experiencing depression during the past winter compared with normal circadian rhythm advance.
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this include increasing outdoor activity in the morning and taking part in morning light therapy during the winter.
